prophecy of daniel
Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream – Interpretation of Fourth Kingdom

Daniel 2:40-49
Timeline of The Roman Empire

Rome Founded: 753 BC

Greece Defeated: 146 BC
Roman Defeated Carthage
Timeline of The Roman Empire

Rome Founded 753 BC

Greece Defeated 146 BC

27 BC

First Caesar
A.D. 27 – The First Caesar
The Roman Empire – A.D. 117
Timeline of The Roman Empire

- **Rome Founded**: 753 BC
- **Greece Defeated**: 146 BC
- **First Caesar**: 27 BC
- **AD 364**
- **Western Empire**: AD 476
- **Eastern Empire**: AD 1453
The Great Statue
Daniel 2:36-45

Babylon
605 - 539 B.C.

Medo-Persia
539 - 331 B.C.

Greece
331 - 146 B.C.
The Interpretation – The Legs

Daniel 2:40

1. Empire not named

2. Symbol of empire is iron

3. Crushes & shatters
Empire of Greece
The Great Statue

Daniel 2:36-45

Babylon
605 - 539 B.C.

Medo-Persia
539 - 331 B.C.

Greece
331 - 146 B.C.

Rome
146 B.C. - A.D. 476
The Interpretation – Feet & Toes

Daniel 2:41-43

1. Divided empire
2. Some weak and some strong
3. Earthly kingdom
The Great Statue

Daniel 2:36-45

Babylon
605 - 539 B.C.

Medo-Persia
539 - 331 B.C.

Greece
331 - 146 B.C.

Rome
146 B.C. - A.D. 476
The Interpretation – Next Kingdom

Daniel 2:44-45

1. Fifth empire

2. Never be destroyed

3. Crushes all these kingdoms

4. “In the days of those kings”
The Great Statue
Daniel 2:36-45

Babylon
605 - 539 B.C.

Medo-Persia
539 - 331 B.C.

Greece
331 - 146 B.C.

Rome
146 B.C. - A.D. 476

Future Empire
The Great Statue

Daniel 2:36-45

Babylon
605 - 539 B.C.

Medo-Persia
539 - 331 B.C.

Greece
331 - 146 B.C.

Stone Made Without Hands
Dan 2:45

Rome
146 B.C. - A.D. 476

Future Empire